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animating Giving spirit and vivacity.

blissful Providing perfect happiness or great joy.
Blissful young lovers.

bracing Imparting vitality and energy.
The bracing sea air.

challenging Testing one’s abilities; demanding.
Performed the most challenging task without a mistake.

corrective
Designed to correct or counteract something harmful or
undesirable.
Corrective measures.

enliven Make lively.
The visit had clearly enlivened my mother.

entertaining Agreeably diverting.
Films should be entertaining.

exciting Causing great enthusiasm and eagerness.
An exciting account of her trip.

exhilarating Making lively and joyful.
The exhilarating effect of mountain air.

fresh (of a cycle) beginning or occurring again.
The foliage was still a fresh colour.

healthful Having or conducive to good health.
Healthful nutrition.

inspire
Create (a feeling, especially a positive one) in a person.
They can expand their lungs and inspire enough gas to satisfy
oxygen requirements.

inspiring Having the effect of inspiring someone.
He was an inspiring teacher.
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motivation
A reason or reasons for acting or behaving in a particular way.
The following proposal and motivation is submitted for
consideration.

novelty A small and inexpensive toy or ornament.
In 1914 air travel was still a novelty.

piquant Pleasantly stimulating or exciting to the mind.
A piquant face with large appealing eyes.

pop Like a pop or with a pop.
The farm popped into view as we turned the corner.

raunchy Shabby or grubby.
The restaurant s style is raunchy and the sanitation chancy.

recent New.
His recent visit to Britain.

recuperative Having the effect of restoring health or strength.
Recuperative powers.

refreshing
Serving to refresh or reinvigorate someone.
It makes a refreshing change to be able to write about something
nice.

restorative Promoting recuperation.
Restorative effects of exercise.

rousing Capable of arousing enthusiasm or excitement.
A rousing speech.

sensational Causing great public interest and excitement.
You look sensational.

stimulant A drug that temporarily quickens some vital process.
Caffeine has stimulant effects on the heart.

stimulating That stimulates.
A stimulating discussion.

stirring An initial sign of activity, movement, or emotion.
A stirring and thriving politician.

straightforwardness The quality of being direct and straightforward.
What some people take for rudeness is really straightforwardness.

thrilling Causing excitement and pleasure; exhilarating.
A thrilling wind blew off the frozen lake.

tonic Music the first note of a diatonic scale.
A tonic body shampoo.
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